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All Verb 7s- I 

ICEBOAT ABCEIOT to travel in vehicle that sails on ice [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ICEFISH CEFHIIS to fish through holes in ice on lake or river [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

IDEATED ADDEEIT IDEATE, to form idea [v] 

IDEATES ADEEIST IDEATE, to form idea [v] 

IDOLISE DEIILOS to idolize (to worship (to honor and love as divine being)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IDOLIZE DEIILOZ to worship (to honor and love as divine being) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

IGNITED DEGIINT IGNITE, to set on fire [v] 

IGNITES EGIINST IGNITE, to set on fire [v] 

IGNORED DEGINOR IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

IGNORES EGINORS IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

ILLUDED DDEILLU ILLUDE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

ILLUDES DEILLSU ILLUDE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

ILLUMED DEILLMU ILLUME, to illuminate [v] 

ILLUMES EILLMSU ILLUME, to illuminate [v] 

IMAGINE AEGIIMN to form mental picture of [v -D, -NING, -S] 

IMAGING AGGIIMN IMAGE, to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v] 

IMBALMS ABILMMS IMBALM, to embalm (to treat so as to protect from decay) [v] 

IMBARKS ABIKMRS IMBARK, to embark (to make start) [v] 

IMBIBED BBDEIIM IMBIBE, to drink (to swallow liquid) [v] 

IMBIBES BBEIIMS IMBIBE, to drink (to swallow liquid) [v] 

IMBLAZE ABEILMZ to emblaze (to set on fire) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

IMBOSOM BIMMOOS to embosom (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMBOWER BEIMORW to embower (to surround with foliage) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMBROWN BIMNORW to embrown (to make brown) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMBRUED BDEIMRU IMBRUE, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

IMBRUES BEIMRSU IMBRUE, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

IMBRUTE BEIMRTU to make brutal [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IMBUING BGIIMNU IMBUE, to make thoroughly wet [v] 

IMITATE AEIIMTT to behave in same way as [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IMMERGE EEGIMMR to immerse (to plunge into liquid) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

IMMERSE EEIMMRS to plunge into liquid [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IMMIXED DEIIMMX IMMIX, to mix in [v] 

IMMIXES EIIMMSX IMMIX, to mix in [v] 

IMMURED DEIMMRU IMMURE, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

IMMURES EIMMRSU IMMURE, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

IMPACTS ACIMPST IMPACT, to pack firmly together [v] 

IMPAINT AIIMNPT to paint or depict [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPAIRS AIIMPRS IMPAIR, to make worse [v] 

IMPALED ADEILMP IMPALE, to pierce with pointed object [v] 

IMPALES AEILMPS IMPALE, to pierce with pointed object [v] 

IMPANEL AEILMNP to enter on list for jury duty [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

IMPARKS AIKMPRS IMPARK, to confine in park [v] 

IMPARTS AIMPRST IMPART, to make known [v] 

IMPASTE AEIMPST to make into paste [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IMPAWNS AIMNPSW IMPAWN, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 
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IMPEACH ACEHIMP to charge with misconduct in office [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPEARL AEILMPR to make pearly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPEDED DDEEIMP IMPEDE, to obstruct progress of [v] 

IMPEDES DEEIMPS IMPEDE, to obstruct progress of [v] 

IMPENDS DEIMNPS IMPEND, to be imminent [v] 

IMPERIL EIILMPR to place in jeopardy [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

IMPINGE EGIIMNP to collide (to come together with violent impact) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

IMPLANT AILMNPT to set securely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPLEAD ADEILMP to sue in court of law [v IMPLED, -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPLIED DEIILMP IMPLY, to indicate or suggest indirectly [v] 

IMPLIES EIILMPS IMPLY, to indicate or suggest indirectly [v] 

IMPLODE DEILMOP to collapse inward [v -D, -DING, -S] 

IMPLORE EILMOPR to beg for urgently [v -D, -RING, -S] 

IMPONED DEIMNOP IMPONE, to wager (to risk on uncertain outcome) [v] 

IMPONES EIMNOPS IMPONE, to wager (to risk on uncertain outcome) [v] 

IMPORTS IMOPRST IMPORT, to bring into country from abroad [v] 

IMPOSED DEIMOPS IMPOSE, to establish as compulsory [v] 

IMPOSES EIMOPSS IMPOSE, to establish as compulsory [v] 

IMPOSTS IMOPSST IMPOST, to determine customs duties [v] 

IMPOUND DIMNOPU to seize and retain in legal custody [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPOWER EIMOPRW to empower (to give legal power to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPREGN EGIMNPR to make pregnant [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPRESS EIMPRSS to affect strongly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

IMPRINT IIMNPRT to produce mark by pressure [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPROVE EIMOPRV to make better [v -D, -VING, -S] 

IMPUGNS GIMNPSU IMPUGN, to make insinuations against [v] 

IMPULSE EILMPSU to give impetus to [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IMPUTED DEIMPTU IMPUTE, to credit to person or cause [v] 

IMPUTES EIMPSTU IMPUTE, to credit to person or cause [v] 

INARMED ADEIMNR INARM, to encircle with arms [v] 

INBOUND BDINNOU to put basketball in play from out of bounds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INBREED BDEEINR to breed closely related stock [v INBRED, -ING, -S] 

INCAGED ACDEGIN INCAGE, to encage (to confine in cage) [v] 

INCAGES ACEGINS INCAGE, to encage (to confine in cage) [v] 

INCANTS ACINNST INCANT, to utter ritually [v] 

INCASED ACDEINS INCASE, to encase (to enclose in case) [v] 

INCASES ACEINSS INCASE, to encase (to enclose in case) [v] 

INCENSE CEEINNS to make angry [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INCENTS CEINNST INCENT, to provide with incentive [v] 

INCEPTS CEINPST INCEPT, to take in [v] 

INCHING CGHIINN INCH, to move very slowly [v] 

INCISED CDEIINS INCISE, to cut into [v] 

INCISES CEIINSS INCISE, to cut into [v] 

INCITED CDEIINT INCITE, to arouse to action [v] 

INCITES CEIINST INCITE, to arouse to action [v] 

INCLASP ACILNPS to enclasp (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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INCLINE CEIILNN to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

INCLIPS CIILNPS INCLIP, to clasp (to embrace tightly) [v] 

INCLOSE CEILNOS to enclose (to close in on all sides) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INCLUDE CDEILNU to have as part [v -D, -DING, -S] 

INCROSS CINORSS to inbreed (to breed closely related stock) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

INCRUST CINRSTU to encrust (to cover with crust) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INCURVE CEINRUV to curve inward [v -D, -VING, -S] 

INCUSED CDEINSU INCUSE, to mark by stamping [v] 

INCUSES CEINSSU INCUSE, to mark by stamping [v] 

INDENTS DEINNST INDENT, to cut or tear irregularly [v] 

INDEXED DDEEINX INDEX, to provide with index [v] 

INDEXES DEEINSX INDEX, to provide with index [v] 

INDICTS CDIINST INDICT, to charge with crime [v] 

INDITED DDEIINT INDITE, to write or compose [v] 

INDITES DEIINST INDITE, to write or compose [v] 

INDORSE DEINORS to endorse (to sign back of negotiable document) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INDOWED DDEINOW INDOW, to endow (to provide with something) [v] 

INDUCED CDDEINU INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

INDUCES CDEINSU INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

INDUCTS CDINSTU INDUCT, to bring into military service [v] 

INDUING DGIINNU INDUE, to endue (to provide with some quality or gift) [v] 

INDULGE DEGILNU to yield to desire of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

INDWELL DEILLNW to live within [v -ELT, -ING, -S] 

INDWELT DEILNTW INDWELL, to live within [v] 

INEARTH AEHINRT to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INFECTS CEFINST INFECT, to contaminate with disease-producing germs [v] 

INFEOFF EFFFINO to enfeoff (to invest with feudal estate) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INFESTS EFINSST INFEST, to overrun in large numbers [v] 

INFIGHT FGHIINT to contend with others within same group [v -FOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

INFILLS FIILLNS INFILL, to fill in (hole) [v] 

INFIRMS FIIMNRS INFIRM, to weaken or destroy validity of [v] 

INFIXED DEFIINX INFIX, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

INFIXES EFIINSX INFIX, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

INFLAME AEFILMN to set on fire [v -D, -MING, -S] 

INFLATE AEFILNT to cause to expand by filling with gas or air [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INFLECT CEFILNT to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INFLICT CFIILNT to cause to be endured; impose [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INFOLDS DFILNOS INFOLD, to fold inward [v] 

INFORMS FIMNORS INFORM, to supply with information [v] 

INFRACT ACFINRT to break legal rule [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INFUSED DEFINSU INFUSE, to permeate with something [v] 

INFUSES EFINSSU INFUSE, to permeate with something [v] 

INGESTS EGINSST INGEST, to take into body [v] 

INGOTED DEGINOT INGOT, to shape into convenient form for storage [v] 

INGRAFT AFGINRT to engraft (to graft for propagation) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INGRAIN AGIINNR to impress firmly on mind [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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INGULFS FGILNSU INGULF, to engulf (to surround completely) [v] 

INHABIT ABHIINT to live in [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INHALED ADEHILN INHALE, to take into lungs [v] 

INHALES AEHILNS INHALE, to take into lungs [v] 

INHERED DEEHINR INHERE, to be inherent [v] 

INHERES EEHINRS INHERE, to be inherent [v] 

INHERIT EHIINRT to receive by legal succession [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INHIBIT BHIIINT to restrain or hold back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INHUMED DEHIMNU INHUME, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v] 

INHUMES EHIMNSU INHUME, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v] 

INITIAL AIIILNT to mark with first letters of one's name [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

INJECTS CEIJNST INJECT, to force fluid into [v] 

INJURED DEIJNRU INJURE, to do or cause injury to [v] 

INJURES EIJNRSU INJURE, to do or cause injury to [v] 

INLACED ACDEILN INLACE, to enlace (to bind with laces) [v] 

INLACES ACEILNS INLACE, to enlace (to bind with laces) [v] 

INNERVE EEINNRV to stimulate [v -D, -VING, -S] 

INPOURS INOPRSU INPOUR, to pour in [v] 

INQUIET EIINQTU to disturb (to interrupt quiet, rest, or peace of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INQUIRE EIINQRU to ask about [v -D, -RING, -S]  

INSCULP CILNPSU to engrave (to form by incision) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSERTS EINRSST INSERT, to put in [v] 

INSISTS IINSSST INSIST, to be resolute on some matter [v] 

INSNARE AEINNRS to ensnare (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

INSOULS ILNOSSU INSOUL, to ensoul (to endow with soul) [v] 

INSPANS AINNPSS INSPAN, to harness or yoke to vehicle [v] 

INSPECT CEINPST to look carefully at or over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSPIRE EIINPRS to animate mind or emotions of [v -D, -RING, -S]  

INSTALL AILLNST to place in position for use [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSTALS AILNSST INSTAL, to install (to place in position for use) [v] 

INSTARS AINRSST INSTAR, to adorn with stars [v] 

INSTATE AEINSTT to place in office [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INSTILL IILLNST to infuse slowly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSTILS IILNSST INSTIL, to instill (to infuse slowly) [v] 

INSULTS ILNSSTU INSULT, to treat offensively [v] 

INSURED DEINRSU INSURE, to guarantee against loss [v] 

INSURES EINRSSU INSURE, to guarantee against loss [v] 

INTENDS DEINNST INTEND, to have as specific aim or purpose [v] 

INTERNS EINNRST INTERN, to confine during war [v] 

INTHRAL AHILNRT to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

INTITLE EIILNTT to entitle (to give title to) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

INTOMBS BIMNOST INTOMB, to entomb (to place in tomb) [v] 

INTONED DEINNOT INTONE, to speak in singing voice [v] 

INTONES EINNOST INTONE, to speak in singing voice [v] 

INTORTS INORSTT INTORT, to twist inward [v] 

INTREAT AEINRTT to entreat (to ask for earnestly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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INTROFY FINORTY to increase wetting properties of [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

INTRUDE DEINRTU to thrust or force oneself in [v -D, -DING, -S] 

INTRUST INRSTTU to entrust (to give over for safekeeping) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTUITS IINSTTU INTUIT, to know without conscious reasoning [v] 

INTWINE EIINNTW to entwine (to twine around) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

INTWIST IINSTTW to entwist (to twist together) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INURING GIINNRU INURE, to accustom to accept something undesirable [v] 

INURNED DEINNRU INURN, to put in urn [v] 

INVADED ADDEINV INVADE, to enter for conquest or plunder [v] 

INVADES ADEINSV INVADE, to enter for conquest or plunder [v] 

INVALID ADIILNV to disable physically [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INVEIGH EGHIINV to protest angrily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INVENTS EINNSTV INVENT, to devise originally [v] 

INVERSE EEINRSV to reverse (to turn or move in opposite direction) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INVERTS EINRSTV INVERT, to turn upside down [v] 

INVESTS EINSSTV INVEST, to commit something of value for future profit [v] 

INVITED DEIINTV INVITE, to request presence of [v] 

INVITES EIINSTV INVITE, to request presence of [v] 

INVOICE CEIINOV to bill (to present statement of costs to) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

INVOKED DEIKNOV INVOKE, to appeal to for aid [v] 

INVOKES EIKNOSV INVOKE, to appeal to for aid [v] 

INVOLVE EILNOVV to contain or include as part [v -D, -VING, -S] 

INWALLS AILLNSW INWALL, to surround with wall [v] 

INWEAVE AEEINVW to weave together [v -D, -WOVE, -WOVEN, -VING, -S] 

INWINDS DIINNSW INWIND, to enwind (to wind around) [v] 

INWOUND DINNOUW INWIND, to enwind (to wind around) [v] 

INWOVEN EINNOVW INWEAVE, to weave together [v] 

INWRAPS AINPRSW INWRAP, to enwrap (to envelop (to cover completely)) [v] 

IODATED ADDEIOT IODATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODATES ADEIOST IODATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODISED DDEIIOS IODISE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODISES DEIIOSS IODISE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODIZED DDEIIOZ IODIZE, to treat with iodine [v] 

IODIZES DEIIOSZ IODIZE, to treat with iodine [v] 

IONISED DEIINOS IONISE, to ionize (to convert into ions) [v] 

IONISES EIINOSS IONISE, to ionize (to convert into ions) [v] 

IONIZED DEIINOZ IONIZE, to convert into ions [v] 

IONIZES EIINOSZ IONIZE, to convert into ions [v] 

IRISING GIIINRS IRIS, to give form of rainbow to [v] 

IRONING GIINNOR IRON, to furnish with iron (metallic element) [v] 

IRONISE EIINORS to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IRONIZE EIINORZ to mix with nutritional iron [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

IRRUPTS IPRRSTU IRRUPT, to rush in forcibly [v] 

ISLANDS ADILNSS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v] 

ISOLATE AEILOST to set apart from others [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ISSUING GIINSSU ISSUE, to come forth [v] 
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ITCHING CGHIINT ITCH, to have uneasy or tingling skin sensation [v] 

ITEMING EGIIMNT ITEM, to itemize (to set down particulars of) [v] 

ITEMISE EEIIMST to itemize (to set down particulars of) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ITEMIZE EEIIMTZ to set down particulars of [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ITERATE AEEIRTT to repeat (to say or do again) [v -D, -TING, -S] 


